Orb Bespoke 8 Light 1200mm Pendant

Carefully sprayed by hand in our Cotswolds workshop, the Orb 8 light
pendant can be customised to your individual specification from a
comprehensive palette of heritage paint finishes.

Product code: ORB0899

Shades can also be used with this product, see our natural linen
Bryon BYR26 candle clip shades, to be ordered separately. Bryon
shades are also available in a choice of stunning fabrics and colours.
See our made to order shade collection for further options.

Diameter: 1200mm
Height: 1300 - 1800mm

Due to the handcrafted nature of this product all dimensions are
approximate. This may give an optical illusion when viewed from
different angles.
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If the fitting is to be installed with Byron clip shades, we recommend the
use of standard LED Candle Lamps (see BUL/E14/LED/13) or simply
with our Coupe de Vent lamps (BUL/E14/LED/14) to create an elegant
look. Lamps to be ordered separately.
The fitting is supplied with an extra 50cm of cable, additional chain
available on request.
Our bespoke or customised light fitting items are not covered by our
standard returns policy. These are 'made to measure' light fittings that
are made to your individual requirements and cannot be resold by us.
We will work with you and do our utmost to make sure you are 100%
satisfied with your order before your light is made, but regret we are
unable to offer refunds on bespoke fittings after the initial 24 hour
cooling off period. Our production and delivery time for bespoke items
is 2-3 weeks. (None of the above affects your statutory rights where
goods are faulty or not as described).
As a result of the size and complexity of the product, the Orb 8 light is
supplied fully assembled and delivered on an out of gauge pallet.

Wattage
60w

No of Lamps
8

Bulb Type
CNDL

